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ABSTRACT 
In this work we examine the free and forced oscillation of a 
class of two-Degree-of Freedom Undampted Nonlinear Systems. We 
examine the existence and stability of Similar Normal Modes of 
the Unsymmetric system and we analyse the subharmonic periodic 
orbits of the weakly coupled symmetric oscillator. Furthermore. 
exact solutions for the steady state forced motions of the 
strongly nonlinear system. are derived and specific applications 
for systems with cubic nonlinearities. are given. Finally we give 
a methodology for examining the Nonsimilar Normal Modes of such 
systems and we apply the analysis to the case of a weakly coupled 
system with cubic nonlinearities. 
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1 . STUDY OF SIMI LAR NORMAL MODES 
In [1], a methodology was presented for studying the free 
oscillation of a class of discrete, symmetric, strongly nonlinear 
systems. These motions were studied by using the concept of 
"Similar Nonlinear Normal Modes of Free Vibration" introduced 
first by Rosenberg [2] and it was shown that, depending on the 
degree of the nonlinearity, more than two normal modes can exist 
for the system. 
In this section, a systematic way for examlnlng the normal modes 
and their bifurcations, is presented. The "Balancing Diagrams" of 
Linear and Nonlinear terms are used to study the existence and 
the bifurcations of similar normal modes in a class of symmetric 
and unsymmetric systems. Subsequently the stability of these 
motions is analysed by means of an approximate technique for 
small values of the amplitudes of oscillation. 
1.1. SYMMETRIC SYSTEMS 
The system under consideration appears in figure 1 and consists 
of two lumped". masses connected by means of three strongly 
nonlinear springs. We assume that the two masses are equal to the 
unit mass , that the two end springs are identical and that the 
potential function of the system is positive definite and 
symmetric with respect to the origin of the configuration space. 
These requirements are satisfied when the stiffnesses of the 
springs are odd functions of the displacements u: 
(1. 1) 
fz (u.) = 2: F;1c Ll 
k=~3J5 ... 
Throughout this work and unless otherwise stated, the 
coefficients. ~ are assumed to be positive (a same 
methodology with the one presented here, can be followed when 
this assumption does not hold). 
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Figure 1. The System under consideration 
The equations of motion describing the free oscillations of the 
system. are: 
x + ~ F,i Xi. 
i·f/~r·· 
t 
+ J. ~i (X - ~) :: 0 
t=~~ ... 
and the following set of initial conditions is assumed: 
x(o)= X 
X(o)= 0 
-a CO) = y 
~ (0) = 0 
(1. 2) 
(1. 3) 
Similar normal modes for the system of equations (1.2) can 
exist, if and only if ~(t) and x.(t) are related at each 
instant of time. by a relation of the form: 
J(t): C X(-E:) J C ~ 0 (1. 4) 
where C is a scalar. Substituting (1.4) into (1.2) we get: 
.. 
X+ = 0 
.. 
x+ Xi= 0 
(1. 5) 
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with initial conditions (1.3) and the addition that Y-cX 
Both equations (1.5) must be solved with the same set of 
conditions and therefore, for a normal mode to exist it 
satisfied that the coefficients of the respective powers 
initial 
must be 
of X in 
the two equations be equal: 
, 
L i-if..r. (1-c) f;, + ~i. (1- c) = ~i C - 72, c 
Hence the question of the existense of 
the system of figure 1, is reduced to 
c that satisfy all of equations 
rearranging terms, (1.6) yields: 
i = 1/ 3, ... (1. 6) 
similar normal modes for 
the study of real roots of 
(1.6) simultaneously. By 
i-1 i 
C ( 1- c ) r,i = (c - 1) (c + 1) ~l J i = 1/ 3/ ... (1. 7) 
Certain properties of the real roods for c, were given in [1], 
namely that c~:t 1 is always a root of (1.7) and that 
additional real roots are always negative and appear in 
reciprical pairs (note that we have assumed that oF!j> 0 ). The 
dependence of the quantity c on the ratio of the system 
parameters ,Kc=~fzi./f1i is presented in figure 2, for i .. 1.3,5 
and 7. Each of these diagrams represents the values of c that 
balance a particular nonlinear term in equations (1.5) and 
tnerefore they will be denoted as "Balancing Diagrams". Depending 
on the number of nonlinear terms in equations (1.5), more than 
one Balancing Diagrams can exist and it is evident that the value 
corresponging to a similar normal mode should simultaneously 
satisfy all the existing Balancing Diagrams of the system. 
From the diagrams of figure 2 
in the Nonlinear Balancing 
antisymmetric mode ( c.=--1 ). 
being given by: ~-f 
we see that additional normal modes 
Diagrams bifurcate from the 
the bifurcating value for the ratio 
{, (2. 2k-) . Kie = ( ;i ) : L (-I) 12'-1 J i-=3;~ ... 
l' c k=1 
(1.8) 
"" lie 
0.8 
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0.5 
(I) 
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0.1 
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Figure 2: Balancing Diagrams of the symmetric system. 
(a) Linear, (b) Cubic, (c) Fifth Order (d) Seventh 
Order 
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We also conclude, that if the Linear Balancing Diagram exists, 
i.e. if ~1+0 , the values for c are automatically restricted 
to c= -:1 , and therefore no additional modes can be real ised when 
the coupling spring has a linear part. 
After computing the values of C necessary for simi lar normal 
modes, we compute x(t) from anyone of equations (1.5) and ~(t) 
from the modal relation (1.4). 
1 . 2 . UNSYMMETRI C SYSTEMS 
When the symmetry of the 
or/and masses), the 
perturbed. To show this, 
stiffneses given by: 
systems breaks (unequal end springs 
Balancing diagrams of figure 2 are 
consider the system of figure 1, with 
f; (u.) L ~k k = u 
k=~3.-Sr" (1. 9) 
fz (u) 
- ~ Fzk uk 
kc~~~ ... 
~ Cu.) - L ;1( (1+Ck) uk 
k=t~5J"" 
where Ck are scalar quantities representing perturbations from 
the symmetric system. Considering again the equations of motion 
of the system, imposing the modal relation and matching 
coefficients in a way similar to the previous section, we obtain 
the following equations to be satisfied by C : 
. ( i 
L ( r i-1 r 1-c) . _ £·+f:.·(1-c)=- 1+C.)Tfi C -~l J L-1/3.J'" 1L 2.' ' C (1.10 ) 
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The corresponding "perturbed" Balancing Diagrams appear in figure 
3, for e,=e3= e5=Cr= 0.05 . Note that we have nowhere made the 
assumption of Ci being small and therefore, the methodology 
presented here is also valid for unsymmetric systems with large 
structural perturbations e, . 
A first general conclusion, concering the free oscillations of 
the unsymmetric system, is that due to the lack of symmetry, the 
symmetric and antisymmetric modes cannot be materialised in this 
case and that the bifurcating modes do not appear any more in 
reciprical pairs. Again the necessary value of C for simi lar 
normal modes, should satisfy all the Balancing Diagrams of the 
system and therefore an examination of the free oscillations of 
unsymmetric systems must be carried out on a case to case basis. 
1.3. APPLICATIONS - STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS 
Application of the method to symmetric systems, were given in [lJ 
and therefore here we will be only concerned with unsymmetric 
ones. Two unsymmetric systems will be examined. In the first 
case, only one Balancing Diagram needs to be satisfied, whereas 
in the second case, in. addition to a Nonlinear Balancing diagram, 
a Linear one also exists. In each case, the similar normal modes 
are computed and a stability analysis is subsequently carried 
out. 
1.3.1. UNSYMMETRIC SYSTEM wrnl ONE BALANCING DIAGRAM 
Consider a system with stiffnesses given by: 
1-f; (u.) = u+ U 
'fz (u.)= k'l U. r 
1-1; (u.) = 7)..+ £u. 
(1.11) 
In the terminology of the theory outlined in previous sections, 
this is an unsymmetric system wi th structura 1 pertubat ions £1 = 0,) 
E'1- = 1- E. and Eo, = O.J i= 3 ... ~~ .... 
~ 
X 
0 
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0.6 _ 
O.S 
(') 
!I:: D .• 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
0 
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Figure 3. Balancing Diagrams of the Unsymmetric system. 
(a) Linear. (b) Cubic. (c) Fifth order 
(d) Seventh Order. 
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The differential equations of motion take the form: 
and have to be solved with initial conditions (1.3). By setting 
~ = ex and Y= eX , equations (1.12) transform to : 
x+x+x~+K1- (1_c)T-X 1- = 0 
"1-X + X T S c'X 1-+ K ~ (C- 1) X 1- = 0 
T C (1.13) 
and x eo) = X) >«0)= 0 . 
We see that the linear terms in (1.13) are balanced for every 
value of c and therefore we only need examine the seventh order 
Balancing Diagram for this system, given by: 
(1.14) 
Note that we could have obtained the above equation directly from 
expresion (1.10) by setting L=-:r . ~~/.f1T= K~ and 1+cr =e . For a fixed value of e , equation (1.14) gives the Balancing 
Diagram of figure 3(d) and we see that the system posseses two. 
four or six real roots for c. depending on the numerical value 
of the parameter K~ . Using these values of c. we can uncouple 
the equations of motion and each of equations (1.13). will give 
the same result for the response XCi). the actual waveforms being 
computed by means of the formulas devived in [1] for the free 
oscillation of a one Degree-of-Freedom system; Subsequently we 
compute the waveform for 'd(i). with the modal relation ~(t)=CX(t) . 
. As far as the stability of these motions is concerned. it was 
pointed out in [2J. that the normal modes are never Liapunov 
stable and therefore at most we can expect orbital stability to 
occur. In order to investigate the free vibrations of the system 
under consideration. we use the methodology of reference [3]. 
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The basic steps of the stability analysis can be found in [1,3) 
and will not be repeated here. We only state that the variational 
equations of the system are of Hill-type and are reduced to 
"equivalent" Mathiew equations by omitting certain higher 
harmonic terms. 
For the system under consideration, the resulting set of Mathiew 
equations is of the form (for details of the stability analysis, 
see [1): , 
•• 1- .11:) 
:5 + $ ( 1 + 21 A 5 V = 0 
~ + '7 ( 1 + t A2 V~' ) = 0 
35 a." 
whe ... e: v*Ci:) = ~c.os (1+Az -..e:Jt + 0 (f/) 
128 
(1. 15) 
} 
As: 21· [KT(1+ci"(1-C)'+cZ(1+ec4)1 
C1+d'Y' j 
A: 1 [1\ c1-cf+ 1+E.C8J 
2 (1t C1J4 1-
In (1.15). 1> represents the amplitude of oscillation of the 
v-coordinate and !(i:)} 17(t) represent small perturbations from 
the normal mode in the directions U and v respectively (see 
figure 4). 
u(i) 
x 
Figure 4. Coordinate system for stability analysis 
The motion corresponding to the ~ -variational equation has 
two characteristic exporents equal to zero and therefore. the 
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stability of the mode under consideration, is determined only 
from the 1 -variational equation. By changing the independent 
variable -t to '"C , we obtain: 
5/~ ( ~ + 291 cos 2-C) "5 :: 0 
5 11' // 
-z: = (1 + Az LL) t C) == 128 .J 
35 '35 A a.' ~= 1--Az f.> +- 5~ 64 33' 
e:: 105 A ,,' 
1 1344 5 
(1.16) 
We note that the above stability analysis is only approximate and 
is valid for small values of the amplitude ~ [1,3]. 
In figure 5, we present the stability characteristics of (1.16) 
in the Stutt Diagram, for various values of the structural 
parameter K~. In order to compute a point of these graphs, we 
assigned a value to K; and computed the corresponding values of 
C from. (1.14) and of $,.1 9 1 ,from (1.16). The 
perturbation parameter € was taken E- 1.05 and 13= 0.9 
The stability results for the free oscillations of the system are 
presented in Figure 5. Before discussing the results, we must 
remark that for the corresponding symmetric system (e=1.0). it was 
found that two Saddle Node and one Pitchfork. bifurcations occur 
in the Balancing Diagram (figure 17[lJ). We now observe that the 
unsymmetry has resulted in a destruction of the Pitchfork 
Bifurcation and in its place a Saddle Node Bifurcation appears 
(del1oted by @). This had to be expected. since the pitchfork 
Bifurcation is a result of a rotational symmetry of a strucutre 
and is structurally unstable. On the contrary. Saddle Node 
Bifurcations are generic for this class of systems [4J. 
From figure 5(b). we see that the unsymmetric system can have 
two, three or four stable free oscillations depending on the 
value of the structural parameter K~. Furthermore. it can be 
shown that the stability analysiS shown here is independent of 
the aplitude ~ .and (as will become evident latter) this is a 
result of the fact that only one BalanCing Diagram is needed for 
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0.15 r__------------,-..,----, 
Kl 
.. ~ , 
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0/ I 
I 
~ 
I , 
O~------~-----~----~~~----~s 
.. -10 -5 0 -~ C 
Figure 5. Stability Analysis for the Unsymmetric system 
of section 1.3.1. (a) Arrows in the direction of 
decreaSingK~. (b) Solutions stable , unstable-----. 
the study of free oscillations of this system. Note that although 
the stability analysis presented here is only approximate (and 
thus is valid only for low amplitudes), the stability results can 
be extended to large amplitudes ~ by means of Poincar~ map 
techniques as will be shown in the next sections. 
Concluding the stability analysis, we state that three Saddle 
Node bifurcations exist in the Balancing Diagram of this system 
and the stabi 1 i ty results do not depend on the amp 1 i tude ~ or on 
the structural perturbation c?-=1- e As we wi 11 demonstrate 
shortly, these results do not hold when a system posses more than 
one Balancing Diagrams. 
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1.3.2. UNSYMMETRIC SYSTEM WITH TWO BALANCING DIAGRAMS 
We will now demonstrate the effect of introducing an additional 
Balancing Diagram in the unsymmetric system with seventh order 
nonlinearity of section 1.3.1. Assume to this end that the 
stiffnesses of the system are given by: 
T 
-G(l.L)= u.+u. 
fz (u.):: k1 LL + k'1- U. 1-
~(u.)= e(u+u.T ):: e~(l.L) 
(1.17) 
Note that we have introduced a linear term in the expression for 
the coupling spring and that we have also perturbed the linear 
part of the right end spring. Using the modal relation ~= ex 
the equations of motion take the form: . 
x + X [ 1 + K1 ( 1- c) ] + X ":1 [ 1 + K r (1- c)'; J = 0 
=l-
X +x [E+ K1 (C.~1)J+x1-[ E.C'+ K=r (C~1) J= 0 
(1.18) 
and ,we immediately see that we have to 
order terms. We therefore conclude that 
are required for the analysis of the 
system: 
match linear and seventh 
two Balancing diagrams 
free oscillations of this 
C(e-1)= K1 C1-C.2 ) (LiYJecx.r'Bcxl. Dicx~.) (1.19) 
c(eC~1)= K~C1-C2)(1-c1 (Sevenfh Ol'det'" Bexl. Vicx-a') 
A necessary condition tor similar normal modes, is that C 
satisfies both equations (1.19), or equivalently both of the 
Diagrams 3(a) and 3(d). The stability analysis for these free 
oscillatory motions is performed in exactly the same manner as 
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before and the 5 - variational equation for this system 
(equivalent to (1.16) of previous section), is given by: 
where 
As.J Az are given by (1.15) and P and T(-r:) are defined in 
the previous section. To calculate the above expressions. we have 
expressed K1 as a function of C. from the first of equations 
(1.19). The computation procedure can then be summarised as 
follows: For each value of K~. compute the roots of c from the 
second of equations (1.19). Then use this value of c to 
compute the necessary value of r\1 for the system. Finally use 
the obtained values of c~ K1 and the assigned value for Kr to 
compute the coefficients ~ and 91 of the Mathiew equation. 
It turns out that "51 and 51 are small when f3 
therefore the stability characteristics of these 
varies are outside the secondary instability 
discussion of the approximate stability of Hill's 
is small and 
terms when K~ 
regions (for a 
equation. see 
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Hayashi [5J). SO our main concern is the primary instability 
region as in the previous section. 
Two different applications are given. In the first, we took 
e-1.05.1 /)=0.9 and the stability characteristics are presented in 
figure 6. For the second application we had Cc1.2, ~=O.9 and the 
stability characteristics for this system are plotted in figure 
7. We observe that by varying the parameter e (giving the 
meassure of the unsymmetry of the system), the stability of the 
free vibration of the system is altered. It can be also shown 
that the stability of the modes of the system, depends on the 
amplitude of motion. in contrast to the system of the previous 
section. FinallY, no such thing as Saddle-Node Bifurcations, can 
be detected in the Balancing Diagrams of this unsymmetric system. 
From figures 6.7 we note that if c takes values in the range 
C€(-i,O) , it is necessary that K1<O . When K., and K'T-
are restricted to be positive. then c must only be in the range 
c€(-OO .... -1) U (OJ '" . The symmetric mode [!] is not shown 
in the above figures, but it is well inside the stable region and 
therefore is orbitally stable. 
So we conclude that when more than one Balancing Diagrams are 
involved. the stability of a mode depends on the amplitude and 
the degree of asymmetry of the system. To the contrary. when 
only one Balancing Diagram exists, the stability results hold 
independently of the amplitude of motion or the degree of 
unsymmetry of the system and Saddle - Node Bifurcations of modes 
replace the Pitchfork bifurcations observed in the symmetric 
system. 
We end this section by mentioning that Rosenberg [2] predicted 
the independence of stability from the amplitude for 
"Homogeneous" systems. i.e. for systems with stiffness 
proportional to the same power of the displacement. In this work. 
we observed the same result for systems that were not homogeneous 
(the end springs contained also a linear term). but which they 
possesedonly one Balancing Diagram of Nonlinear terms. Thus. the 
criterion for the independence of the mode stability from the 
amplitude. appears to be the existense of only one Balancing 
Diagram for the system. 
91 
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1.4. SPECIAL PERTURBATIONS O~ THE SYMMETRIC SYSTEM 
In the previous sections we have found that a 
asymmetric system cannot possess the c= *1 modes 
oscillation. In this section we will demonstrate 
introducing special "symmetric" perturbations in the 
the symmetric and asymmetric modes can be retained. 
demonstrate this by means of an example. 
perturbed 
of free 
how by 
systems, 
We will 
Consider the system with cubic nonlinearities described by the 
following differential equations of motion: 
X + ~3 X3+ fz5 (X_~)3= 0 
~+ 1;3 ~3 _ fz3 (X_~)3= 0 
In [1] it was shown that the above symmetric system posseses the 
following Balancing Diagram of cubic terms ( K3 = ~3/ ';:'3 ) . 
0.8 r-----.,----..,----,------.,---,--..,--,----., 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
(I) 
~ 0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
O.lL_----
0m-__ ~------~--~T_--__ ~~~--~--~~ 
c 
Figure 8: Symmetric System with cubic Nonlinearities. 
Solutions Stable Unstable -------
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We now perturb the above set of equations as follows: 
X+f;3X3+[fz~(x_~)3+€(X+~/X]= 0 
~+';;3 ~3_ [fz3 (X_~)3+ € (X';'~)Z ~J = 0 (1. 21) 
The perturbation terms in the differential equations of motion 
(1.21) cannot be realised by passive elements (stiffnesses etc). 
but they rather represent feedback applied on the system (1.21). 
Note also the symmetry of the perturbed system. Seeking normal 
modes. we follow the matching procedure outlined previously. 
which leads to the following equation for c : 
(1+ c) C 
( 1-c)2. 
(1. 22) 
Equation (1.22) represents a perturbation of the Balancing 
Diagram of the symmetric system and it. is plotted in Figure 9. We 
see that the perturbed system possesses the c-:t: 1 symmetric 
and ant isymmetri c normal modes. Note that the Pitchfork 
Bifurcation of figure 8, is replaced by a Transcritical and a 
Saddle Node bifurcation. When we introduce an asymmetry in 
equations (1.21) we expect the structurally unstable 
Transcritical Bifurcation to break up. 
-- ....... 
" 
1 c 
/' 
I 
I 
I 
-1 0 1 
Figure 9: Perturbed Balancing Diagrams. 
c 
Solutions Stable Ustable-------. 
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2. USE OF THE POINCARE MAP FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE 
STABILITY OF NORMAL MODES 
The idea of using the Poincare Map to study the stability of the 
similar normal modes of a system. was first reported in [6.7]. 
The use of the Poincare Map has certain advantages over the 
approximate method outlined in the previous section. since it 
gives us a global picture of the flow field of the dynamical 
system in the neighborhood of a normal mode and therefore it 
leads to a better stability picture than that obtained by the 
approximate stability technique. Certain deficiencies of the 
approximate technique are resolved. such as the question of the 
mode stability for large amplitudes and the stability 
indeterminancy of the symmetric mode for the symmetric system. 
2. 1 . PO INCARE MAP FOR A TWO DEGREE OF FREEDOM SYSTEM 
Consider the two DOF system of figure 1. It is a Hamiltonian 
system with a four dimensional phase space (x. X. y. y). Consider 
the flow of this dynamical system in the phase space and restrict 
it to be on a constant energy (Hamiltonian) level. We achieve 
this by imposing the condition 
(2.1) 
where H (.) is the expression of the Hamiltonian of the system 
and ~ is the particular level of energy. Then instead of 
considering the full four dimensional phase space we examine the 
flow on the three dimensional hypersurface given by expression 
(2.1). The Hamiltonian H is a first integral of motion for 
the system and in this case represents conservation of energy 
during a free oscillation. If another first integral of motion. 
independent from the Hamiltonian. exists. then the two DOF 
system is "integrable" and the energy manifold H - .l. is fibered 
by invariant two-dimenstional tori [6.7]. It must be pointed out 
that integrability is not generic in Hamiltonian systems and thus 
generally we do not expect a second independent integral of 
motion to exist. 
Now suppose that we intersect the three dimensional energy 
manifold defined by (2.1). by another two dimensional plane. If 
the intersection is transverse [4]. the resulting cross section 
l: is two dimensional. and the flow intersecting the plane 
defines an orientation preserving map. the so called Poincare 
Map (in figure 10. under the flow. point A is mapped to point 
A' ) . 
-19-
Figure 10. Poincare Map 
A convenient two dimensional plane for slicing the energy 
manifold is the plane T [6,7]: 
T: X= 0 (2.2) 
and therefore the plane Z of figure 10, is defined as L-{.x=O} 
n {H=.l} . In order for L to exist, the intersection 
must be transverse and for this we require that the normal to the 
sl icing surface {x = OJ be not perpendicular to the tangent of 
the flow field (x, X, y, y). This means that 
(Transversality 
Condition) 
(2.3) 
and we impose the additional condition that x:;>O in order 
that the flow field pierce the section 2: always from the 
"same side" (and the Poincare Map be orientation preserving). 
As shown in [6.7], a Poincare Map can be formed analytically as 
long as a second independent integral of motion exists. but 
unfortunatelly this is not the generic case. In non-integrable 
cases, approximate first integrals can be still formed for low 
energies ".l and for a discussion of the various techniques see 
[6] . 
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A free oscillation of the system corresponding to a similar 
normal mode. will be a periodic motion and therefore it will 
pierce the Poincare Section Z only once. Hence a similar normal 
mode will appear in the Poincare Map as a fixed point and its 
stability can be determined by observing the nature of the 
Poincare Map of nearby motions (i.e. of motions that result as 
small perturbations of the mode). If a mode is orbitally stable, 
then the corresponding fixed point of the Poincare Map must be 
stable too and it should be surrounded by concentric closed 
curves, appearing as a center. On the contrary, an unstable 
normal mode should appear in the Poincare Map as a saddle point. 
Before considering applications of the Poincare Map, we should 
note thatlhe above stability analysis is only valid for small 
energies . This is because, generally the two DOF nonlinear 
oscillator will not possess a second independent integral of 
motion and hence the system will not be integrable. For such 
nonintegrable 2 DOF systems, we know from KAM (Kolmogorov 
Arnold- Moser) theory, that "rational" tori break, resulting in 
layers of ergodic motion, filling the phase space between 
sufficiently "irrational", preserved tori [8]. As the energy 
level ~ increases, we typically expect all the tori to 
break. resulting in the filling of the whole phase space with 
ergodic motion. 
2. 2 . APPLI CATION TO A SYMMETRI C SYSTEM 
We will apply the technique outlined in the previous section. for 
the case of the two Degree of Freedom Symmetric Oscillator of 
figure 1. with stiffnesses given by: 
f;(u)- U+U 3 
fz(u)- k3 u 3 
~(u.)= Uf1A. 3 (2.4) 
The same system was analysed in [6] and we only do the analysis, 
to demonstrate the effect that the increase of energy has on the 
Poincare Map of this system. 
The Hamiltonian of this system is given by: 
(2.5) 
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. . 
where X and yare equal in this case to the generalised momenta. 
We consider the energy manifold for level H-~ and we generate 
the Poincare Map by setting X-O . This results in the following 
expression for X 
(2.6) 
By construction. the Poincare section will contain the points 
( ~ I ~ ) corresponding to X = 0 and x> o. Thus the Poincare Map 
will fill the interior of a region with boundary 
(2.7) 
corresponding to )( - 0 . 
The plan is to integrate numerically the differential equations 
of motion of the system and plot the values of (~J ~ ) 
corresponding to X-O and ><>0. These graphs wi 11 give 
us the Poihcare M~ps of the system. Here we recall that the 
Balancing Diagram for this nonlinear Oscillator is given by 
figure 11 and we see that there exist either two or four similar 
normal modes of free oscillation. in the later case one of them 
being unstable. 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
(I) 
~ 0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.'1:-_---
c 
Figure 11: Cubic Balancing Diagram 
Modes Stable Unstable ------
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In figure 12*, we present the numerically computed Poincare Map 
for the system with K;S = 0.4 > 'f/4 We see that the two 
existing similar normal modes are orbitally stable, since they 
appear as centers in the Poincare Maps. 
In figure 13, we present the Poincare Maps for the system with 
K3 = 0.1 < 1/4 ' i. e. a system with four simi 1 ar norma 1 modes. 
For low energies (figure 13(a»), the unstable normal mode appears 
as a saddle point, whereas the other three modes are orbitally 
stable. As we increase the energy level, we observe a "sea of 
stochasticity" [8] filling gradually the Poincare Map and this is 
an indication of the nonintegrability of the system. Another 
point to be observed is the existense of subharmonic orbits 
consisting of elliptic periodic points (surrounded by "islands" 
of closed curves) and hyperbolic points (unstable saddles). These 
elliptic-hyperbolic pOints are the result of the breakdown of 
resonant invariant KAM tori, and they will be investigated in the 
next section. 
3. STUDY OF SUBHARMONIC ORBITS IN nfE SYMMETRIC SYSTEM 
In this section we wi 11 use the per·turbation methods developed by 
Holmes and Marsden [9,10], to prove the existense of arbitrarly 
many periodic orbits in the neighborhood of an orbit of the two 
degree of freedom symmetric Hamiltonian system with cubic 
nonlinearities. In [11,12] this methodology was applied to 
prove the nonexistense of analytic second integrals of motion of 
a certain type and to study the way in which resonant tovi break 
UP between KAM "irrational" preserved tori. for a pair of 
weakly coupled penduli. We will follow the methodology of these 
references and we will prove the existense of the subharmonic 
periodic orbits, that were observed in the numerical Poincare 
plots of figure 13. 
3. 1 . ANAL YS IS. VEERMAN - HOLMES nfEOREM 
Throughout this analysis we will consider the symmetric 
Hamiltonian system of figure 14. This system consists of two 
coupled single OOF nonlinear oscillators and when the coupling is 
* We would like to appreciate the help of J. Sivo, for 
developing the computer programs for these Poincare Plots. 
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weak. a perturbation theory exists [9.11] for finding the 
periodic orbits of the combined system. Hence we will assume 
Figure 14: Weakly coupled Hamiltonian System 
that the coupling spring is of perturbation order and therefore 
that it is proportional to a small parameter e.. 0 < e.« 1 
Denoting the generalised coordinates by ~'1 ~2 and the 
general ised momenta by P11 Ba • from Classical Hami I tonian 
Theory we get: 
(3.1) 
and the Hamiltonian of the system can be 
z z Z z 4 4 
HC!I :P~ 'P. ;~ + 'I, ~ Y. + 1, ~ 1. + 
~--------__ y~--_________ / l~--~v~----/ (3.2) 
HO(f,2) 
'" -v 
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where we have followed the notation of [11.12] in denoting by 
HO(P" q) and H (p" q) the unperturbed and perturbed Hami 1 tonians 
respectively and by ~ HYp,~)the perturbation term. containing 
the effect of the weak coupling. Note that for e=O • the system 
is integrable (since it consists of two disjoint single DOF 
oscillatros) and thus the addition of the "coupling Hamiltonian" 
perturbs the integrability of the uncoupled system. 
Considering the Unperturbed integrable 
express it as a sum of two Hamiltonians 
of the uncoupled systems: 
Hamiltonian. 
!=;; (q 1) 1;) and 
(3.3) 
Each of the uncoupled systems has a phase plane consisting of 
elliptic periodic orbits as shown in figure 15. As in [11]. we 
System 1 Sys+eWl 2 
figure 15: Phase planes of the uncoupled systems 
, 
consider the flow in the neighborhood of the elliptic periodic 
orbi t ( 0, 0, 'l~(t), Fa (t) ) on the energy surface HE=.,Ic, . Not ing 
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that all the assumptions ( H1 - H3 of reference [11] are 
satisfied for the system under consideration, it is possible to 
reduce the two-dimensional Hamiltonian system to the form 
d'11 
-:-
d9z 
dP1 
-: 
de, 
where ([11]), 
dct'0 do(1 
+ O(e") -6 
~f?, ~Pt 
dt'° 1 ~~ + O(E,1.) +e. 
°'l1 lj) '11 
i 1(?1 J !t ez/J.) = -
df;(Iz) Q(Iz)=---
1 0 
H ( 'i1//;/ ez ; :i (?1/ft 1.)) 
Q (~f>( ?1/rt-l)) 
(3.4) 
and (1z, Sa) are the action angle 
variables of the uncoupled system 2. 
The reduced system is of the form of the periodically perturbed 
planar oscillator since ~~ has explicit dependence on the angle 
variable ez . Thus, we can apply the Menlikov theory for 
subharmonic orbits developed in [4), to the study of the reduced 
system (3.4). Considering the ('11/ R/ ez ) phase space. we can 
find countably many resonant tori which are, direct products of 
the periodic orbits of the two uncoupled systems with periods 11 
and 1; ,satisfying the resonant condition 
"4= .-rn12 (3.5) 1't. 
or in terms of the "time-l ike" variable ~. the period of system 
L is 
1:- 2nm (3.6) 1 1t 
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where ~,~ are relatively prime positive integers. Relations 
(3.5), (3.6) combined with the fact that the total energy of the 
perturbed Hamiltonian system, is preserved, fix a unique 
unperturbed resonant torus for each pair (~,~). 
If we now pick a point ( CJ.1 (0), R(O) ) on the unperturbed level 
F.,C9.1/ P1)= ~1 of the first uncoupled oscillator and a starting 
time 9 0 6 [o,,2n) the unperturbed solution based at this point 
is C9.,(e)/p,ce),e+eo) For this unperturbed solution, a point at eo 
9z. ~-----------.., 
2n+So 
Figure 16: 
. Cct1(O),P1(O)) 
Unperturbed Subharmoni c periodi c orbit. '"Y?'I. - ~ • 
coincides with i~s image at eo+2n~ For the perturbed 
solution. we can 'express the distance between the initial point 
at eo and its image at ao+2nm , as: 
(3.7) 
where is a normalisation factor 
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and M(eo/~n/l) is the subharmonic Melnikov Function, given by: 
. 2nM 
. M (e.,..,,,/.I.)~ j{ ~·;;(1 ( '" (e. -e.l, p, (9, - e.~ 9./.l ) de. 
o 
or in terms of time, 
I)')')T7'2 
MUo/m)"'Jl) - in j {F..., H'J( ~.c~flCi),~,(i;-t.)/r.(-Ht.))dt 
_n1~ 
where {.,.}, is the Poisson bracket [4]. 
We now use the following result 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
Theorem [Veerman, Holmes] Fix .J..>O ,1'11. , 'J1" positive integers 
relatively prime and choose sufficiently small. Then if 
M (eo/)y~11.1 A ) has j simple zeros as a function of eo in [0.1 ZrlI'MA) 
(or equivalent ly M(i:o/WI/~.I4) as a function of to in [~11». the 
resonant torus giyen by (ctf} R I e2 ) - (Cf.1 (ez- eo ). ~ (9%- &0), 92 ) breaks into 2k= J/m distinct 2nm - periodi'c orbits and there are 
no other 2n~ periodic orbits in its neighborhood. 
As pointed out in [11], this Melnikov function technique, enables 
us to prove the existense of only a finite number of periodic 
orbits in the vicinity of an unperturbed resonant torus. This is 
because we must let e.~ 0 as -'n1,..,11. ....... 00 ,to guarantee that 
the term eM/UXFII dominates over the O(Ez) terms. Thus we 
cannot prove the existense of infinitely many periodic orbits 
for this system and therefore we cannot prove the 
nonintegrability of the system. If on the other hand. a 
homoclinic orbit existed in the phase plane of the unperturbed 
system 1. we. would be able to prove an infinity of transversal 
homoclinic intersections for the perturbed system, via the Smale-
Birkhoff homoclinic theorem. 
3.2. COMPlTI'ATI ONS 
3. 2 • 1. EX I STENCE OF SUBHARMON I C ORBITS 
Each of the uncoupled nonlinear Oscillator has a positive cubic 
nonlinearity and its unperturbed response is: 
(3.10) 
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where the following initial conditions are assumed: 
~~(o)- Xi. 
'ti(O) = 0 
(3.11) 
The amplitude of vibration ><L can be related to the energy of 
the uncoupled oscillator by the relation 
2 f2 I XL. = - 1 + ( 1+ 41, ) ,I At, >0 (3.12) 
and hence (3.10) takes the form: 
(3.13) 
. 
The general ised momentum for system 1, is ·given by F,; = q, 
and can be computed by direct differentiation of (3.13) as: 
and we have based the orbits at (t:"(O)/~.(O)= ({Jt+4Ji -1j~ O),J 
i. 'I: 1/ 2 . For a resonance of order "'Y''J1., we require that 
n K(k.1 ) 
-(1+4)". /14 
-m KCk,) 
(1+4,l,z) "14 
(3.15) 
where J< eke) is the comp lete elliptic integral of the first 
kind and ki is the elliptic modulus. Taking now into account 
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the fact that the total energy of the unperturbed resonant orbit 
is the sum of the energies of the two uncoupled oscillators: 
1= A1+-'.z (3.16) 
(3.17) 
Now for fixed ~Yn, and 1(. , we will show that equation (3.17) has 
a unique solution for ~1 and this implies that the unperturbed 
system has a dense set of resonant tori in any neighborhood of 
the orbit (O.lO.l~1(i~Pz(t)) on every energy level 4 [11]. 
K(o) 
DCu.) 
o h:::1 
Figure 17. Plot of D(u) 
To show the uniqueness of solutions for 
monotonicity of the quantity: 
, examine the 
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By numerical computation we can show (see figure 17), that D(u) 
is a monotonically decreasing function of U in the domain 
u€[o/.-(]. Hence we conclude that the left hand side of 
equation (3.17) is monotonically decreasing, wher,as the right -
hand side is monotonically increasing for 41 €. [0./ ~J and 
therefore. equation (3.17) is guaranteed to have a unique 
solution for J1 ' provided that the following inequalities are 
satisfied: 
f 1)1h]V2 
mt K[ L (1+4~ - 1 ]/(1+4I..l4 .( 11. KCo) 
2YZ{1+41 )V,f 
'nK[ {(1+41)1/~ 1J 1fz7 /(1+44/4 ~ 111, 1((0) 
21/2 (1+41)1/4 J/ I 
Inequalities (3.19) pose certain restrictions on 
and n, and if we fix the value of .J,.. to be equal 
(3.19) give the following range for permissible 
ratio ~1'(,: 
0."124112f .{ '% ( 1.3810004 
1=1 
(3.19) 
the values of m 
to 1, equations 
values of the 
(3.20) 
Hence, only resonant orbits satisfying inequalities (3.19) are 
g~aranteed to have a resonant torus for the fixed energy level 
4 and is the perturbations of these orbits that we will examine 
in the sequence. 
The Melnikov function is calculated from expression (3.9) as 
follows: -mTa h1 t ~fi 'bH f 'a(i 'aH') dt = M(t~fh;!~4): 2~ l 'b~1 ~f., - ~p, 'Cr1J('l,(t~Pt(-I;)/~2(1:+tobPz(i+-t.)) 
_Wl1i (3.21) 
= To Zl~1l (f.) ( 'l,(t)- '12 (t+f.) / dt 
2n _~ 
2 
Now, we have to show that the equation 
(3.22) 
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has a finite number of zeros. To this end we express (3.21) as 
1)'1'11i. 
M(t"l"l;'t/~)~ ;. f Z"(-Fl(t) 'l:Ct)+f, (t)'1:Ci+t.)t-3p,Ct)'1~(t) '1.(-/:+-1:.)-
_..,.,12. 
Z 
(3.23) 
where RCi) and ct1(i) are given by expressions (3.13) and (3.14) 
respectivelly. But q1(t) is an even function of t and thus so 
is q!(i). To the contrary 11 (t) is an odd function of t We 
therefore conclude that the first term of the integral (3.23) is 
zero and we need only consider the remalnlng three terms. The 
period of chCi+to) is 1;. . Hence if we choose in (3.23). to 
to be: 
kl; ')1.k~ 
1: =--=---
o 2 21)11. (3.24) 
then we have that 
(3.25) 
and for each to . so selected. 'lz{t+to) becomes an even function 
of t. Hence. recall ing that pCi:) is an odd function of -t . 
we conclude by (3.23). that 
M ( 1:0" k ~ / 'm/YL/.() = 0 
, 2 
k posi+ive inte~er 
As pointed out by Veerman. Holmes (11). computing 
• for m andn relatively prime. we find precisely 
(at kh. Mcod 2M=~1/",,, 2m.-1) for to . in the interval 
(3.26) 
K%wt. mod. 1 
2m such zeros 
0' klit./2.)M. < 1 . 
Swmnarising. we have proven that Mo(to .... "")K./4) has 2m zeros for 
o ~ k""/2W\. < 1 and we now have to prove that these zeros are 
simple. To prove this. we must show that 
(3.27) 
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Differentiating Mo(t'}WI;l1...Ih..) with respect to to and taking into 
account that 
(3.28) 
and that 
we get the following expression for the derivative of the 
Subharmonic Melnikov function 
/( =!0i)- 1; ('!!fj~ k[d~2(t) dCf13(t] f..1)k[dCf.1(i) d'l~(1:)J-Mo to 2 - 20 ) ~ L t-1) cAt d t +" dt cit 
-~ (3.29) 
_ 2[ Zd~~Ct) dc:r:Ci)]] oIt 
2 dt dt 
where (f=%t
o 
To evaluate the above expressions. we expand the functions ~1(t) 
and 92(~) in Fourier series and evaluate the derivation appearing 
in (3.29) -as follows (For the Fourier expansions of the elliptic 
cosine and its powers see Appendix A): 
CIa d ~ (v-) (v-) 
- [~L(t:)] = L .A£ sm,rl t 
dt 1'"=0 
(v-J (2r+1)n (1+4l,:)i4 
where Yi. = 2 K (k.J 
.A~"'~ _ n2J2(t+4J.,) 
l. k 2( k.J 1+ Qi 2"+1 
and Qi is the ell iptic nome, Qi.=exp{-nl«1-k,Vk Ck.:>} 
the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. 
(3.30) 
and I«) is 
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Similarly. we have that. 
(3.31) 
and finally. that (3.32) 
1- Q/,"+1 
Before we substitute these series expressions 
take into account the following orthogonality 
'7nli 
j2cOS(C~+i) ~t ] COS [(2,(+ i) 2;.t] dt -
m~ 
- Z _ { 0) if (2)+01' (2.l~'m 
- IYl 1; _ ?k 12. 'f (2' f) = ~i+1)'n1. 
--- ) I 9+ 11-22· 
in (3.29). we must 
condition. 
(3.33) 
A similar orthogonality condition holds when we have the 
multiplication of a sine and a cosine. So we see that the 
integral of (3.33) is non zero. only when. 
(?jt-{)= (2f-+ 1) 1n. 
(21.+1)= (2ft-I) n 
f=~t~··· 
(3.34) 
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Now substituting (3.30 - 3.32) into (3.29) and considering 
terms satisfYing (3.34). we obtain. 
only 
) k 2. coO M~(t.o= k 1;)= (-1 ~ Tz ~ [ A(.l}rC.jJ .A.(j)[(l~ 3f"f It (j) A (·l)7 
2. 4n L ..IL2 '1 + 1 2 2 L.l1 LJ.2 J 
~=o 
(3.35) 
and j,J. satisfy relations (3.34). 
(rJ (r) 
Finally. substituring in (3.35) the expression for ~i / ~ and L1 ~ ... ) . we get the following expression for M:(to"'" 11. 4): ~ k[ 7:1/ 
M(f.= kf)~KJ-l)= (-*-; -25'n~nt +1024n~K( ~%.+f.) X;-
k ~ // fI4;; (3.36) 
- f2f<J n' (1+41,) (1+ .... ) l (1.fk,·)(1+k:;)wm:{-
- (f+k,'J4~~:"''' 1-(i+kf) ;;~r"'Z+ ;;;';~:'(k,) J; J] where 
- . Jt = f L (2,+ f}i5ech[nm"Cf('+-~~]seclt. ["'''''"[;2 (f+f)] / L== o,~4 
. C . ~~ :z == ~ L (2f't1.lcsch.[nrn7:1Cr+~>J csch.[mf:rZ.(r-t"k)]/ £=9-2/~b" ri= K(Ic{) 
/,=0 
The series expressions for~ and ~ rapidly converge and we can 
have a fairly good approximation by just retaining only the first 
term. corresponding to re= 0 (see [.12] for an estimation of the 
involved errors. in one particular series expression). For each 
pair of 111. and 'l1. and for a fixed value of ./r.. expresion (3.36) 
has to be numerically evaluated. For non zero values of M/(1:~"";h.lk) 
we will have established the simplicity of zeros of M(i'?l~~k) at 
to. k1;h . 
Note that 
/ Ie?; I) 
Aim Mo (1:.0 - z ) ?'II\; 'K".-'h. = 0 (3.37) 
'"'J""'-'00 
and thus this simple methodology. fails to predict subharmonic 
periodic orbits of all resonant tori in any neihborhood of a 
given torus of the elliptic orbit (O/O ... CJz(t) ... Pz(+'). since this can 
be done only for m and ?1. • finite. Hence. with this Melnikov 
approach. we can prove the existense of only a finite number 
of periodic orbits in the vicinity of an unperturbed resonant 
torus. 
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As a numerical example, consider an energy level ~= 1 and a 
resonant torus with ~= "1/1'3 , (within the range specified by 
inequalities (3.20». Equation (3.17), is solved numerically, 
giving 
i
1
:: 0."116 
and thus 4t.z=d.-A1~ 12 = 0.224 . These are the energy levels 
of the uncoupled systems, for which a resonant torus exists. 
Retaining only the first term of the series expressions in 
(3.36), we evaluate numerically the derivative of the Melnikov 
function at its root, as: 
-8 
- 5.3)( 10 ./ 
[ -5.4" 10 8 
k=2p 
.I k= 2p+1 
and although this is a small quantity, nevertpeless it is not 
zero. Hence we conlude that at the energy level ~= 1 , a resonant 
torus breaks into two distrinct 2nWL -= 22n - periodic orbits. 
The resulting subharmonic periodic orbits will be discussed in 
the next sec~ion. 
3.2.2. PHASE PLANE REPRESENTATION OF SUBHARMONIC ORBITS 
To study the phase portrait of 
in the coupled system, we 
transformation of coordinates. 
perturbed Hamiltonian: 
the subharmonic orbits generated 
have to introduce a canonical 
To achieve this, consider the 
(3.38) 
. . r/ 'l~ 'l/ F.i(q., 0.) = -+ ---!.. + -where 
to IL Ii 2 2 4 
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Introduce now 
coordinates: 
the following canonical transformation of 
(3.39) 
where (11/ 61 ) are the action-angle variables for system 1. The 
action variable is defined as [13]: 
1,,- J~1- ~ 
T1Cl ,)= ~ J 1, der1 = ~ d'7,[ 2(j,-l{ C?,)] : 
91 ~t 
J 
'11 Z a 4 ¥:z. 
=- ..1.. 2 Y2.(1 - .:l!.. - l:i..) do n 1 2 4 L 1 (3 . 40 ) q: 
where '4(9.,) is the potential energy of Oscillator 1. ~1 is its 
total energy and the quantities ~:. represent the extremum 
values of the oscillation of the uncoupled system 1 (figure 18). 
The numerical value of I 1(h,) is given by the. area enclose(i by the 
Figure 18. Path of Integration for evaluation of Ii' 
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free oscillation of the system in the plane. Since the 
expressions for 11(-1;) and 91(1:) are already derived 
(expressions 3.13 - 3.14). we can directly integrate equation 
(3.40) as follows: 
a~ - . ~ 
Lei.,)= * f ; d'1, = ~ (./1+4-1., -1 Xf+4J..l}n.'[ (1+41..)14 t IkJ 
9/ 0 
. dh.2{(1+4J.,lt/k,)] cit =9 (3.41) 
~I,(k,)= ~ 0/. [E(k1)(2k12-1)+k~2KCk1)1 
30 1-2k~) 2 j 
where K(·) and E(·) are the complete ell iptic integrals of first 
and second kind respectively. and k{Zs 1-k; . Note that in (3.41) 
If is related implicitly with the old coordinates CRIer.,) and the 
energy ~1 . since k1 satisfies the expressions 
, _ 11% crt 'f/ _ 1 [ 1 -1 1 
-i1- 2+2:+4 -"4 (f-2iGZ) 2 J (3.42) 
The angle variable 91 is computed by expressions given in [13] 
and we will not give explicit expressions for it. since this is 
not needed for what follows. 
Consider now the reduced system of equations (3.4): 
d91 rvtO 
-E. 
'V~1 
+ O(C Z) -:- (3.4) d6,2 ~p., 'Of?, 
dP1 
--= 
~io +E. ~~1 + 0(£2) 
d92 flq1 '091 
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Note that 9, is a "time-l ike" variable and for e.- O. the 
unperturbed system is Hamiltonian with Hamiltonian ~6 • Now 
introduce the action angle trasformation of (3.39) into the 
reduced system (3.4). By symbolically writting: 
Ii'" I, C f.t) '(1) ) ~.::: Pi ( 11.1 9 f ) 
~-= 8 1 CP1/ Cf1) ) 91 :; 91 (11/ e1) 
(3.43) 
and substituting for 91)f1 
we get: 
in the expressions for ;to and 0( ~ 
A 
;(o('1~p.,}./,,)= ;;(o(9lI1.I91)/F't (11./~1)/"Je: ;;t. (I1.I.J..) 
A 
;;('('fv Pt/92 )= ;;(1('l1(I~e1~f'1(I~e,~ e2 )= ~ (IV~!le2.) 
(3.44) 
A 
Note that there is no expl ici t dependence of oC" on 9 1 since (11)91) are the action angle variables of the unperturbed 
Sys t em [13]. 
Now we can symbolically transform the reduced system into the new 
variables as follows [11]: 
(3.45) 
A 
and we have omitted the dependence of -;to 
Consider now the unperturbed orbit corresponding to the resonance 
mTz = IJ1. h . This orbit is given by (set 6-0/ i." (3.45) ): 
(3.46) 
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Consider now small perturbations from this unperturbed orbit 
[11.12]: 
I f = 11+.JKK 
11. e1= -Wi ez+lfJ 
(3.47) 
Following the methodology presented in [11.12.14]. we apply the 
averaging theorem and for 4€ sufficiently small. we can 
remove the explicit "fast" variable 9z dependence from (3.48). 
obtaining the following averaged variational equations: 
dK = ,fE. M ('t' ) 
dez 2n~ w(~) 
df -= -Je dwelt) K 
d6z dT1 
and M(~I.})iS the same Subharmonic Melnikov function 
previously. the only difference being that the 
variable is 'P/w(I,) instead of -Co. 
(3.49) 
encountered 
independent 
Under the Averaging theorem. the hyperbolic and elliptic fixed 
points of (3.49) correspond to small periodic motions of the 
variations described by (3.48) and therefore to subharmonics of 
order ~~ of the reduced system (3.45). As in the previous 
section. a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence 
of such fixed points for (3.49). is that the Subharmonic Melnikov 
function have simple zeros and that 4)(If ) r 0 
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Furthermore, as pointed in the aforementioned references, the 
averaged system (3.49) is Hamiltonian with Hamiltonian function 
given by: 
H(K _)={E[dW(~) KZ+f~ Me -t-) d,,] /0/ dT, z 0 2nVL WeI,) / (3.50) 
and the maximum separation of the level curves of H which 
contain hyperbolic fixed points is given by: 
K_x'" ( d~(r.) (3.51) 
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Using (3.51), one can estimate the bandwidth of different 
resonant bands and calculate the maximum "island widths" in the 
Poincare Map as .oJeK"""",)( . For such a detailed work, see (12). 
We will now apply the above methodology to the case of the 
coupled two-degree-of-freedom system considered in this work. The 
expression for the Melnikov function was given in the previous 
~ection and the only unknown quantity in the averaged variational 
equations (3.49). is dw(~)/dr, . To compute this quantity, we 
express it as [14J: 
dcvC 1,) d ( 2n _\ 
dr, = dI1 1;(I4)JI1"~ 
and considering Ii as a function of k1 ) I 1=J1(k1). 
above expression as: (2~n /- ) dT.;(k1 ) dCJ(~) _ _ /' 1:; (f1)i dk1 
dI1 ~k1 Ii (k 1) 
where ~(k1)= 4~+4~1)'V4 . Using 
we get an expression for ~Z(I1) 
the relation 
as follows: 
(3.52) 
we write the 
(3.53) 
(3.54) 
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Differentiating the expression for '11=11 (k1) 
k1 • we obtain 
d1;(k1) 4£(k1 ) (1-2k1%.)- KCk1) (1-kl) 
dk1 k1 (1-kl) (1-2kl')1!:Z 
with respect to 
(3.55) 
and differentiating expression (3.41) of 11 - Ii (k .. ) wi th 
respect to k., . 
n( 1- 2kl) 5h (3.56) 
Finally. combining expressions (3.53 - 3.56). we derive the 
following formula for dw(i,)/ ali 
(3.57) 
dI, 
So. the right hand sides of the set of the averaged variational 
equations (3.49) are known. As far as the Melnikov function 
is concerned. we have proved in the previous section. the 
existense of 2m simple zeros. Also. by considering the above 
expression for dw(~)/c:tI1 . we have that 
1-2k~ >0 for -,., > 0 (3.58) 
since as )..f~ clo • k1Z.~ -1/2 and for all other values of "/"1) 
k,'l.< 112 . 
Furthermore. it is satisfied that 
. £(k1)(f-2kf2.)- K(k,)(f-k~) < E(k1 )(1-k:)- K(k1 ) (1-k,%') < 
~ (E(k1)- K(k,»(1-kt) < 0 
(3.59) 
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since E(k)-K(k)(O and 1-kf>o. 
we have that 
Combining (3.58) and (3.59) 
dw('if ) > 0 
dI1 
(3.60) 
and as a consequence d~ez<O in equations (3.49) and the averaged 
phase portrait rotates counterclockwise. 
From the above. we conclude that the (K~ ~) phase portrait of 
the averaged variational equations (3.49) must look as in figure 
19. where the zeros for K correspond to the zeros of the 
Melnikov function M (lfi/w(I.,» . The maximum "island" width can 
K 
Figure 19: 
Zeros of S"bhqY'mc",ic Melnikov fiAMctiort. 
Phase plane of the averaged variation 
equations (3.49) 
be estimated by expression (3.51). In the (~f/R ) plane. the 
phase portrait looks as in Figure 20. Note that this is how the 
level curves of the averaged Hamiltonian system appear. The 
elliptic and hyperbolic points alternate and the averaging 
theorem does npt guarantee that the families of heteroclinic 
orbits connecting the hyperbolic points are preserved as smooth 
manifolds. Rather one expects the stable and unstable manifolds 
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to intersect transversely. but this cannot be proven by 
Melnikov-type arguments. since the Melnikov functions involved 
is exponentially small [11]. If such transverse intersections 
were proven to occur. then one would be able to prove the non 
existense of analytic second integrals of motion for the coupled 
system (as for systems where transverse homoclinic 
intersections occur). 
Concluding this section. we note that with this Melnikov 
technique we are able to identify "primary islands" [8] of 
resonance bands. such as those observed in the Poincare Plots of 
figures 13 of the previous section. Furthermore. by introducting 
new canonical transformations and rescaling. one could predict 
"secondary" islands. within the primary islands of figure 20. 
However by this type of arguments it is not possible to model the 
ergodic motion ("sea of stochasticity") taking place within the 
preserved irrational KAM tori of figures 13. 
1f;Kmlox 
--~~~-r--~~--+--¥~~--~~1 
Figure 20. Resonant Bands (after Veerman-Holmes[111). 
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4. FORCED OSCiLLATIONS OF 1HE NONLINEAR SYSTEM 
In' this section we will examine the exact steady state forced 
vibrations of the two degree of freedom oscillator. Definitions 
for steady state motions are given in [1] and will not be 
repeated here. We will examine two separate categories of 
systems, namely systems that possess additional modes of free 
oscillation and systems that only have the symmetric and 
antisymmetric modes. In the former case, we will observe an 
interesting phenomenon: The topological portrait of the resonance 
curves changes, when we vary the numerical value of a structural 
parameter of the system. To the contrary, no such phenomenon 
exists for systems with only two modes of free oscillation. In a 
final section we will use perturbation analysis to demonstrate 
that the exact steady states described here degenerate to 
approximate harmonic solutions, when the nonlinearities and/or 
the amplitudes of motion are of perturbation order. 
4.1. SYSTEMS WITH ADDITIONAL MODES OF FREE OSCILLATION 
Consider the forced system of figure 21. A periodic (but not 
necessarely harmonic) force acts· on the- left mass, and as 
previously ,we assume that the two masses are equal to the unit 
mass and that the potential function of the system is positive 
definite and symmetric with respect to the orlgln in the 
configuration space. For convenience, the system is assumed to be 
symmetric. but the same analysis can be performed for an 
unsymmetric system. The dependence of the stiffness on the 
amplitude is given by the following expressions: 
-( (U) = L , u Ie / l- 1,2/3 (4. 1 ) 
k=~~$ ... 
f;k = isk ) . ks ~ ~ ~ ... 
Again we wi 11 assume that {/c > 0 and cases when this does not 
hold are treated similarly. 
According to Rosenberg's definition [2]. the steady state of a 
Multi-Degree-of-Freedom System under a periodic forCing. is a 
motion in which all masses vibrate "in unison" and the period of 
the responce is the same with that of the forcing. The basic 
question :concerning the steady state problem is: Given a 
prescribed set of initial conditions of the system, what should 
be the form of the excitation rei). leading to a steady state 
motion? 
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pet) 
Figure 21. The Forced system 
To answer this question, we consider first the linear case: 
Now, for 
~(o)= 0 . 
where 
i;(u)= k1 u. 
fz (u)= k% U 
~ (u)= k1'U 
(4.2) 
the set of initial conditions X(o)=X, >«0)=0..1 i;j(o) .... G 
. we get. the following steady-state harmonic responce. 
X(t)= X coswt 
1j(i)= c xCi) t' 
r(t)= p(x(t»)-= X x(-I:) = fcosc.ut 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
The steady state solution is commonly studied by the response 
curves of figure 22 (or resonance curves) and because of 
linearity. all solutions are orbitally stable. We note from the 
harmonic steady state. that the forcing function is related to 
the steady state displacement X (-I:) by a certain functional 
relation pC·) . linear in this case. Another feature of the 
solution. is that at the steady state. the two differential 
equations of motion are uncoupled and the two displacements Va.) and X(t) are related I inearly to each other 
for all times. 
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y 
Figure 22. Response curves for the Linear System 
From the above we conclude. that to extend the motion of the 
"steady state" to nonlinear systems. it is natural to require 
that for such motions to occur, the forcing pet) and the 
displacements x(i),1 ~(t) should be related by expressions of 
the form [2.15]: 
ret) = p(X(i)) 
,/(i)= c x(f) "(4.5) 
where C is assumed to be a constant scalar. Then. to obtain 
the steady state motion. we have to determine the form of pCo) 
and the values of c that uncouple the equations of motion for a 
prescribed set of initial conditions. 
Consider now the nonlinear forced system of figure 21. The free 
oscillations of this system were investigated in [1] for the 
'symmetric case and in the first section of this work for the 
unsymmetric one. It was shown that the symmetric system always 
posseses the sYmmetric and anti-symmetric modes, where the masses 
vibrate in-phase or out-of-phase for all times: 
~(i)= X(t) 
~ (i) = - xCi) 
( Syl'Ht11ett'"ic l'\I1ode) 
(Al1fisymWlefric mode) (4.6) 
However. it was also found that the nonlinear system can posses 
additional normal modes (in direct contrast to the linear case) 
and a con~ition for their existense was that the coupling spring 
does not contain any linear part [1]. If this condition is 
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satisfied, additional modes can exist and they are conveniently 
studied by means of the "Balancing Diagrams" of the 
nonlinearities present in the system. We will start the steady 
state analysis by considering a symmetric system with additional 
modes,· and in the next section, we will generalise the 
methodology by examining systems with no additional modes of free 
oscillation. 
To this end, we assume that the coupling spring ~(u) , does not 
contain a linear part and that the nonlinearities are of order 
k 
,feu) = fitU+i;k Uk 
{(u)= ;fie uk 
J§ (u)= ;feu) 
(4.7) 
where k is odd and %>0 . It was shown in [1], that depending 
on the ratio Y'= f21c/f.,1c ' this system can have more than two 
modes of free oscillation. Assuming the set of initial conditions 
x(O)- X 
X(o)::. a 
.J 
J lJ(O)= Y 
~(o)= 0 
(4.8) 
we inquire about the form of the forcing function necessary 
steady state motion. Assuming as' in [2.16] a form: 
for a 
r(t)= rCX(t» = ( ~ /,l(t) (4.9) 
the differential equations of motion of the system become 
At the steady state. the displacements should 
~(-t.)= cx(t) for all times and substituting 
equations of motion. we obtain: 
k ~ k .. X+ /;4 x+ [ffk+~Jc (1- C) - (~) ] Xk= 0 
x+ ~X+ [ f;k CZ- i;k (1-C.J{] Xk = 0 
(4.10) 
be related by 
for ~(t) into the 
(4.11) 
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These equations have to be solved 
conditions (4.8), with y= eX. 
with the set of initial' 
From equation (4.11) we see that the forced problem is 
transformed to a free vibration one. Each of equations (4.11) is 
a differential equation in x(t) and has to be solved with the same 
set of initial conditions. It is evident that the condition for 
exact steady state, is that both equations give the same solution 
for X (i.e. the two differential equations become identical) and 
therefore that the coefficients of the respective powers of X(t) 
must be equal. We see that for this system, the linear terms are 
identical for every value of G (this does not hold when the 
coupling spring contain a linear term) and we therefore conclude 
that for a steady state motion, it must be satisfied that: 
(4.12) 
For a given initial amplitude X and a force magnitude l' we 
compute C from (4.12), x(t) from any of equations (4.11) and 
~(t.) from the modal relation ~(f:.)- cxC-t) General 
expressions for the solution of equations (4.11) can be found in 
[1] and from the same reference, we use the following formula to 
compute the frequency of oscillation at the steady state: 
1/2 
nQ ~=w(~P)=--------~-------2/%[ 1 + 2/4 X k-\ (",))-12 </1' 
(/<+1) Q 
(4.13) 
where 
Expression 
oscillation 
. 0 
kH 1- cos (cp) 
1- cosz(cp) 
(4.13) relates the 
W for a fixed 
amplitude X to the frequency of 
value of the forcing l' and 
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therefore, (4.13) gives the response curves of the system, in 
direct analogy to the linear response (resonance) curves of 
figure 22. Note that if we set ~=O ,expression (4.13) gives 
the backbone curves of free oscillation and the corresponding 
free oscillation values for care fou.n.d. from (4.12) with 1' ... 0 
f. .r ( )k .c k-1 r (1- C): (4.14) 1k + JZk 1-c = Til< C - T2k C 
As shown in [1], this equation has always the solutions c-~1 
(corresponding to the symmetric and antisymmetric modes) and 
depending on the ratio r=f21c/f1k ,additional real roots for c 
are possible (corresponding to additional modes). We therefore 
conclude, that by varying the value of the structural 
paramenter ~ , we can change the number of backbone curves of 
the system and thus invoke changes in the topological portrait 
of the response curves (4.13). This fact will be demonstrated 
with an application later. 
From the above, it is clear that the necessary forcing pei) for 
the occurence of the steady state motion, is given by the form 
(4.9). In addition it can be shown that this is the only forcing 
capable of producing a steady state for the symmetric system 
with stiffness given by expressions(4.7). An interesting feature 
of the analysis, is that the coefficient of the linear terms ~1 
plays no essential role in the determination of rei) or in the 
topology of the response curves. 
In [16], a Geometrical method in the configuration plane was used 
to study the steady state motion of the "Homogeneous" system, 
i.e. the system with all stiffnesses proportional to the same 
power of the displacement. The system was excited by a 
cam-function and the response was expressed in terms of a 
generalised frequency A . The results obtained in this work are 
equivalent to those reported in {16J. if one relates the 
generalised frequency A and the variable ~k of equation 
(4.12), by: 
However. our analysis is slightly more general in the sense that 
we do not require homogenuity in the stiffnesses (in our analysis 
~1#O ). We finally note that an approximate analysis of the 
same Homogeneous system with cubic nonlinearities was carried out 
by Szemplinska Stupnica [17] and the approximate harmonic 
response of the system near resonances was obtained. 
As an application of the aforementioned theory. we consider the 
case when k:3 (cubic nonlinearities). In this case, equation 
(4.12) takes the form: 
f,S+fz3 (1-cl- (p )"3= £.3 c2 - ~3 
X 
(4.15) 
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The relation between '}-'3 and the quantity rx ' can be found by 
el iminating C from equations (4.15): 
(4.16) 
By fixing the value of the forcing T and for each value of the 
amplitude XI ~3 can be computed by numerically solving the above 
equation. Then c can be computed from anyone of equations 
(4.16). 
Equations (4.11) combined with initial conditions (4.8). lead to 
the following expression for the displacement X at the steady 
state: 
xCt)= XC~( [t;.,+P3X2.] YZt/k1) .I 
a ~ 
XCi)= XSrt([ f;.,+ }l3X/z] f!k2 ) i 
P3>O 
0) ~>-1 ft1 
where k1J kz. are the elliptic moduli, given by 
) 
(4.17) 
Note that in the above solution. we have excluded the 
possibility of unbounded motion corresponging to values of ~3 
such that P3~~f;f<-1 . This is because as we will show later, 
such motions cannot be realised in the system under 
consideration. The response curves at the steady state are found 
by (4.13) by setting k= 3 : 
n ( .f.;1"r ~3 X2) "/2 
W:-------
2K(k.,) 
U X~ )V2 n(F;1+ ,3 /2 W=-------_ 
2K(kz) 
) 
) 
z. 
0> ~ >-1 ~1 
(4.18) 
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where K(') is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind 
and r3 is computed from equations (4.15). 
In figure 23. the roots C of equations (4.15) are schematically 
plotted against the structural parameter r=fz3/f.t3 for fixed 
forcing P and amp 1 i tude X These diagrams represent the 
(b) 
(c) 
Figure '23. Balancing Diagrams of the system with 
cubic nonlinearities: (C\)P=O,. (b)P/X>O 
(c)P/X<O. 
balancing of the cubic nonlinear terms in the system and note 
that since the coupling spring contains no linear term. no Linear 
Balancing Diagram exists. Figure 23(a) gives the modes of free 
oscillation and we see that at r= 1/4- a Hamil tonian 
Pitchfork Bifurcation occurs and the antisymmetric mode exchanges 
stability. becoming orbitally unstable. 
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This means that the symmetric system under consideration can have 
two or four backbone curves (of which one represents orbitally 
unstable free oscillations), depending on the value of the ratio 
r of the coefficients of the cubic terms of the springs. 
When a forcingp~O is applied, we see form figures 23(b,c) that 
the pitchfork bifurcation breaks and c now denotes the value of 
the modal parameter at the steady state. For values of r larger 
than 1/4, we can have at most two such values of C , whereas for 
r less than 1/4, four values for C exist. From this 
observation we have a first indication that the topological 
portrait of the repsonse curves differs for values of r 
greater or less than 1/4 and this is a direct consequense of the 
fact that additional normal modes exist for this system. 
In figures 24 and 25, we present the Amplitude-Frequency response 
curves for two forced symmetric systems. In both cases the 
forcing was set equal to ?=Q5 and the structural parameters 
were chosen to be f11 = f13= 1.0 . For the first system the 
ratio of the cubic nonlinearities was set equal to r=O.4, 
whereas for the second we used the value r=O.15, to demonstrate 
the difference in the topology of the response curves for the two 
systems. To constru.ct these curves, we first assigned fixed values 
for the initial conditions and consequently computed C and }is 
from (4.15) ctnd W from (4.17). 
We see from figure 24, that at most five steady states exist of 
which only three are orbitally stable. However, by setting the 
parameter r below 1/4, we observe from figure 25 that the 
possible steady sttes were increased to nine, of which only four 
are orbitally stable. The stability analysis was carried out by 
means of the approximate method presented in [16] and details of 
it can be found in Appendix B. At this point it must be 
emphasised that by the term "stability" we mean orbital stability 
and not Liapunov stability which is not possible for the class 
of systems considered in this work. An interesting remark on the 
response curves of figure 25. is that all steady states 
neighboring the orbitally unstable backbone curve (representing 
the unstable antisymmetric mode), are also orbitally unstable and 
this tells us that no stable steady can result in the vicinity of 
an orbitally unstable free oscillation. Finally we note that 
since no damping is present in our models, the phases of the 
steady states can only be 0 or 180· (this can be also observed in 
the linear undamped responses of figure 22). 
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As far as the 
three distinct 
osci llation W 
springs t;1Yz 
displacements of the system are concerned. we have 
caseS depending on the ratio of the frequency of 
and the square root of the linear term of the end 
w/ 4/2 > 1 (a) Hardening Duffing Response: If / iff . then we have 
(b) 
(c) 
that ~3)O and the displacement X(t) is given by the fisrt of 
equations (4.16) and lj=CX . The forcing necessary for 
the steady state is then 
p 3 
fCt)= (X ) x 3(i) 
W/. fh.( 1 Softening Duffing Response: If /~1 • then we 
_~';Xa< "'3 ( 0 and we have to use the second of 
(4.16) to compute xCi:) Note that. 
Aim kz = 1 ~ ..rim K(kz ) - 00 
P3-+- fYxa ~3~- ffYx tt 
and hence. from equations (4.17). we have 
);M P3 = - fYX2 
W-+O 
(4.19) 
have that 
equations 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
We therefore conclude that no unbounded motions can be 
physically realised (with ~3<-f1./Xa). since this would 
imply that W(O and thus a negative frequency of 
oscillation. 
Harmonic case: 
in this case 
harmonically: 
'Y2. 
Finally we have the special case W= f,i and 
we obtain ~3= 0 and the system responds 
xCi)= >< c.o5(~~Yzi) 
~(i:)= CX(t) (4.22) 
where c. and X can be computed from equations (4.15). as 
) X= (4.23) 
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In this case. the necessary forcing for a harmonic steady 
state. is: 
(4.24) 
Note that the above harmonic solution is exact. in the sense 
that no approximation concering the smallness of the 
nonlinearities or the amplitude was made. However. as we can 
see from the above solution. this special steady state is 
only valid for a particular value of the frequency ~ 
name 1 y ~ = f1~/Z. 
Concluding the analysis of this section. it must be stated that 
response curves similar to those of figure 24 are reported in 
[2.16] for the symmetric "Homogeneous" system. However in these 
references. ~1=O . and thus the two backbone curves start from 
the origin of the axes and no harmonic steady state is possible. 
4.2. SYSTEMS WITIi NO ADDITIONAL NO~ MODES 
4.2. 1 . EXACT STEADY STATES 
The examination of the steady state motion of this class of 
systems has to be carried on a case to case basis and we will 
demonstrate the methodology with a specific application. Consider 
the same symmetric system with cubic nonlinearities studied in 
the previous section. but now with a linear term present in the 
coup 1 ing spring -fz. : 
f; eu.) = ~1 U. + fi~ u,3 
fz Cu.): ~f u+ ~5 u.3 
~ Cu.)= ~(u.) 
(4.25) 
It was shown in [1]. that with a linear term present in the 
coupling spring. no additional normal modes of free oscillation 
are possible and thus the system can freely oscillate only in the 
symmetric or anti-symmetric modes (c.=:I: 1 ) 
Consider now a forcing function related to the steady state 
displacement by: 
(4.26) 
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To show why the forcing must have the form (4.26), it is 
necessary to consider the "Balancing Diagrams" of the linear and 
nonlinear terms for the system under investigation. To find these 
diagrams, we use the modal relation (to be satisfied at the 
steady state) 'j= ex and equation (4.26). to get the 
following differential equations of motion: 
where the usual set of 
the addition Y=cX 
equations (4.27) must 
hence we require that: 
(4.27) 
initial conditions (4.8) is assumed, with 
Again, to obtain a steady motion, both 
yield the same wave form for x(i) and 
(4.28) 
We imposed the additional restriction that quantities (4.28) be 
positive, in order to investigate the "Hardening Duffing" 
responce of the system (t"2>O). If we want to investigate any 
possible "Softening Duffing" responses, we just have to 
substitutett'in the second equation (4.28), with -tA2. . Then we 
must check that the resulting frequency of oscillation U) is a 
positive quantity (that the motions are physsically 
realisable) . 
In figures 26 and 27, we schematically present the solution for 
C for each of the two equations (4.28), as functions of the 
ratios ~1/~1 and fz~/i" respectivelly. The diagrams 26(a) 
and 27 (b) corresponding to ~ = ~ = 0 ,are used to find the 
values of the modal parameter c for free vibration motions. 
Since both of the aforementioned diagrams need to be satisfied, 
we see that for free oscillations, c can have only the values 
~1, corresponding to the symmetric and antisymmetric modes 
respectivelly (in the previous section, no such restriction 
holds, since fz1=O and no linear Balancing Diagram exists) . 
When' the forcing is appl ied, the Balancing Diagrams are distorted 
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and the steady state values of c must satisfy both of them 
simultaneously. Hence, in order for a steady state to occur, we 
must perturb both Balancing diagrams and this is achieved when 
the forcing is of the form (4.26), i.e. contains a linear and a 
cubic term in the displacement x(t) . We therefore conclude, that 
when a system has more than one Balancing Diagrams of free 
oscillation, the necessary excitation for steady state motions 
should be such, as to perturb all of the Diagrams simultaneously. 
Thus, the forcing necessary for the steady state must be 
expressed in a series form and the number of terms in the series 
must be equal to the number of Balancing Diagrams of free 
oscillation of the system. The term of the series representing a 
particular Balancing Diagram, must be proportional to the 
displacement raised to a power equal to that of the nonlinearity 
of the Balancing Diagram. 
~=O 
-2 
(a) 
• 
o 
. 
. 
0.2 
o 
z 
")1 
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Figure 26. Balancing Diagrams of Linear terms 
(a) Unforced (b) Forced 
• , 
, 
, 
I . 
I 
,..)! 
Assuming now that equations (4.28) hold, we derive the response 
of the system as follows: 
(4.29) 
where 
(4.30) 
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0.2. 
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-, -<4 -2 0 Z 
C (a) (D) 
Figure 27. Balancing Diagrams of Cubic terms 
(a) Unforced (b) Forced 
and c = fz .. / ( ~1 + fz1- :t) 
~/X = (~1-.t)(~~+2fz.,-J"L)/C ~i+~4-J.'2.) 
~2:: ( 113';;: - [23 C ~i _Ja)3 ) / 1;4 (.f.fi+ fz4-J~ / (4.31) 
1;/ X 3:: ~i + ~2 (1- C/- ~2 
We see that all quantities in (4.31) are expressed in terms of 
the quantity).2. and this variable can be related to the 
frequency of osci llation W , by: 
n [J2.+ ~(A)2 X2 ]y~ 
W -= (4.32) 
2 K(k(~) 
where K(') is the complete elliptic integral of the first 
kind and k is the elliptic modulus. Expression (4.32) relates 
the amplitude of oscillation )( to the frequency Wand 
therefore gives the response curves of the system at the steady 
state. The necessary forcing can be found from (4.26), by 
substituting the expression for X(t) (from 4.29»: 
(4.33) 
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By setting ~= ~=O , eq uations (4.28) and (4.31) give the 
free vibration solution for the class of systems under 
consideration (symmetric and containing a linear coupling term). 
As discussed previously, only two motions are possible: 
c = + 1.) ). 'Z.= ~1) fA Z = 7;3 
c= --1 ,I ),~ ~i+2~u p2= ~?J+8fz3 
(5ymmeiYic Mode) 
(AYrti~lIV1Wlef.,;c Mode) 
Using the above resul ts for .t· and fA2., we can compute the 
backbone response curves from expression (4.32) and it can be 
seen that as long as the linear term of the coupling spring 
is nonzero, only two backbone curves can exist, since the only 
real roots for Care +1 or -1 . It can be stated therefore 
that, in contrast to what was found for the system with 
additional normal modes (section 4.1), the topological portrait 
of the response curves of the class of systems under 
consideration, does not change with a change in the structural 
parameters of the system, since no additional backbone curves can 
be generated. 
Consider now the case ~ J 1;:rf= 0 . By examining relations 
(4.31), it can be easily seen that if either one of ~ or ~ is 
taken as constant, the other must be. made dependent on the 
frequency of oscillation GV . This fact leads to some difticulty 
in defining an acceptable constant "Forcing Amplitude" for the 
steady state and to solve this problem we follow the perturbation 
method of HS~[18], who studied the exact forced steady state of 
the Single Degree of freedom system. Even though solution 
(4.29-4.32) is difficult to interprete physically, nevertheless 
it is an exact steady state solution and as we will show in the 
next section it leads to the well known approximate harmonic 
steady state, if we let the nonlineartities to become small (of 
perturbation order). As a last remark we note that the forcing 
form (4.33) is the only one leading to a steady state motion. 
However as shown in [1], if we take the excitation to be 
proportional to the displacement we obtain a "Pseudo - steady 
state" motion, namely a periodic motion only valid for a 
part i cu I ar frequency W . 
4.2.2. PERTURBATION ANALYSIS - APPROXIMATE STEADY STATE MOTIONS 
The analysis presented in this 
carried in [1·8}, where the exact 
secti on. is 
steady state 
similar to that 
of the Single 
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Degree of freedom system excited by the forcing (4.26), was 
examined. Assume to this end that the quantities fi3 X~ are 
small: 
(4.34) 
This either implies that the nonlinearities fc3 are small or 
that the amplitudes of motion are small. From expressions (4.31) 
and assuming that 1i1= 0(1) / i.=i,2. , we conclude that the elliptic 
modulus k~ is also small, namely of perturbation order. 
Expanding now the elliptic cosine and its cube in (4.33) (using 
the expansions listed in the Appendix). and retaining only terms 
of order k~ , we obtain: 
(4.35) 
Eliminating now the quantity ~~ from expressions (4.30-4.31) and 
rearranging terms. we find the following forms for the forces in 
terms of the three parameters c~k and ~ 
1; 3 2k~ 2-
-1. = ~5 + fz3 (i-C) - ~ X! XZ 
~ :::: (21l-1)ct+ ~"+-&1 (i-c) 
X 
(4.37) 
Finally substituting (4.37) into (4.36). we obtain the following 
expression for the force acting on the system correct to O(k&) : 
pet): {[(2k~1)9.~+f;1+ fz1(1-c)JXa1+[+;3+"~3(1-CY'- 2~t]X"3b1J coscut + 
+ {[(2k:1)c(+ ~1+ Fi1(1-C.~X~.3+[f1~+fz3 (1-ci- 2~f] X3b~ J cos3wi+ 
+ O(k4) 
(4.38) 
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A similar expansion in terms of kZ can be carried out with the 
response xCt) given by (4. 29) : 
x(-l:)= a1 X c.oswt+ ~X c.os3wt+ ••• = X c.oswt + O(kZ) (4.39) 
We see that for k' sufficiently small, we obtain a dominant 
harmonic term with frequency W in the response and small 
additional terms containing higher harmonics. 
we ensure that, with an accuracy up to OCk2.), the system is 
excited ,with a harmonic force 'Poc.oswt and the response is also 
harmonic and of the same frequency with that of the excitation. 
In the above expressions, ~ is the constant amplitude of the 
harmonic excitation. Thus we see that by letting the 
nonlinearities and/or the displacements to become small, the 
exact steady state solution (4.29-4.33) degenerates to an 
approximate harmonic steady state solution. To study this 
~pproximate harmonic motion, we have to eliminate the variables 
~ and C from equation (4.40) and this is achieved as 
follows: 
By expanding the complete elliptic integral 
its modulus and using the definition of 
equation (4.32) becomes: 
9.2 = (1+ ~z), .. /+ O(k4) 
k(k) in terms of 
~ from (4.30), 
(4.41) 
We then use equations (4.30) and (4.31) to relate ~ and ~ 
with the following expression: 
~ 2. ~X2. r 1-c £ [c Z 1: (i-C)'] XZ 9: = J + r :::: -T21 C + "1 + '7"31 C -:- T32 C (4.42) 
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Finally combining (4.40-4.42). we get the following set of 
equations which describes the approximate harmonic steady state 
correct to O(l(~): 
ka: 4[~~+fz3(1-clJX2 
9w2- [ ~.,+fz1(1-C.)J 
(4.43) 
By eliminating c from the first two equations we obtain the 
Amplitude - Frequency response curves for a fixed value of the 
forcing Po. It must be pointed out that the above approximate 
steady state motion is valid for all frequencies except for those 
in the neighbourhood of W~ (ft.+fz,(f-C.»/9 since for these 
frequencies the denominator of the last of equations (4.43) 
becomes a small quantity and then kZ is not any more of 
perturbation order. Also note that from the first of equations 
(4.43) we have that (note that c= 0(1) ): 
f,1+ fzi (1_C.)_wa_ ~ = O(k:&) (4.44) 
and this implies that soluction (4.43) represents a small 
perturbation of the linear harmonic steady state. 
In figure 28. we presend the approximate steady state responses 
for a system with -111 c i.O • fz4 = 4. 0 , ~!J'" 0.01 , -&3- 0•1 , and 
fo=O.05 . The stabil i ty question concerning these solutions is 
addressed elsewhere [20.211 and it can be shown that two solution 
branches are orbitally unstable. 
Summarising. we demonstrated that the exact steady state 
solution (4.29)-(4.33) valid for the strongly nonlinear system. 
is a generalisation of the approximate harmonic steady state 
solution. since it degenerates to this later motion when the 
nonlinearities and/or the displacements become small. However. 
as pointed out by Hsu [181, an approxiamte Subharmonic motion 
can also result. To show this, consider again equation (4.38), 
but instead of imposing conditions (4.40), require that: 
[(2k~i~9.'l.+f;4+fz-i(1-c)JXa1+[f13+fz3(1-cY- 2'X'tJX3 b1 - 0 
[(2kz..~)f·+ +;1+ 1;1 (1-c.)]Xa,3+[+;,+f;3 (i-cl-2P'f,YXZ.] X J b.3 = Po (4.45) 
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The resul t .. is that the forcing app lied to the system is 
approximatelly harmonic. with frequency three times that of the 
frequency of the harmonic response. 
f(1:) - ~ Cos 3wt + O(k4) 
x(t)= Xc.oswi.+O(k~) 
This is clearly the approximate subharmonic phenomenon. 
4.3. DISCUSSION 
(4.46) 
In this section the exact steady states of symmetric. undamped. 
strongly nonlinear systems were examined. Although we have 
considered systems of only two degrees of freedom. the 
methodology presented can be easily extended to systems with 
arbitrarily many DOF. by considering suitable forcing functions 
and introducting linear relations between the coordinates of the 
system. An uncoupling of the differential equations of motion 
can then follow. in a similar way to that presented in this work. 
It was shown that an important problem in studying the exact 
steady states of strongly nonlinear systems. is how to chose the 
right from of the exciting force that produces these motions. 
This problem was solved in this work by selecting the 
excitation in such a way as to transform the forced motion to an 
equivalent free oscillation. We achieved this, by expressing the 
excitation as a function of the steady state displacement and by 
assuming that at the steady state the displacements of the 
system are linearly dependent. We then used a matching procedure 
to uncouple the equation of motion of the system and we obtained 
the response of the system by quadratures. We examined two 
categories of systems. In the first case, the system possesed 
additional modes of free oscillati9n and the force was taken to 
be proportional to the displacement raised to a power equal to 
that of the nonlinearity. In the second case, the system had only 
two modes of free vibration and the forcing contained a term 
linear in the displacement and a term with the displacement 
raised to a power equal to that of the nonlinearity. The steady 
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motions of such systems have to be examined on a case to case 
basis and the forcing must be related to the displacement in such 
a way, as. to ensure that every Balancing Diagram of linear and 
nonlinear terms is excited. 
Explicit expressions for the Amplitude-Frequency response curves 
were derived and their topology was examined by considering the 
number of backbone curves of free oscillaton present in the 
system. It was shown that if a nonlinear system posseses 
additional normal modes, the topological portrait of its response 
curves may change, if a certain structural parameter is changed. 
For systems with no additional normal modes of free oscillation, 
this does not hold and the form of the response curves remains 
analtered with changes of their structural parameters. 
Specific applications were given for systems with cubic 
nonlinearities. For a system with a linear term in the coupling 
spring, a difficulty was encountered in finding a constant 
modulus for the acting force, but nevertheless, by using Hsu's 
perturbation methodology, we showed that the exact steady state 
found here is a generalisation of the well known approximate 
harmonic response of the weakly nonlinear system, acted by a 
harmonic forcing. 
Finall y, we should state that ·.al though we. considered here only 
symmetric systems, the same methodology applies to the 
nonsymmetric system shown in section 1. These systems were shown 
to possessnormal modes of free oscillation and the prinCiple of 
the exact steady state can also be applied for that class of 
systems. 
·5. NONLINEARLY RELATED (NONSIMILAR) MODES 
Until now we have ex~ined similar normal modes of free 
oscillation, i.e. motions where the coordinates of the system are 
linearly related for all times. As pointed out by Rosenberg [2J, 
for nonlinear systems. it is possible the existense of 
nonsimilar normal modes, in which the coordinates of the system 
are related by nonlinear functions for all times. 
Generally no exact method exists for analysing these modes and 
only approxi~te analyses are reported in the literature [22-25). 
In this last section. we will follow a different formulation of 
the problem than the one followed in the aforementioned 
literature. We do this, because we want to extend the matchi·ng 
procedure developed for the study of similar normal modes, to the 
study of nonsimilar ones. Hence the general methodology will be, 
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to assume a general nonlinear relation between the coordinates of 
the system and then attempt to uncouple the equations of motion 
by suitably matching coefficients of respective powers of the 
displacement xCi) . We discuss the limitations of the method, 
which are of the same nature with the ones encountered in 
eXisting analyses and we close the section by applying the method 
to a specific example. 
5.1. ANALYSIS 
Consider the two Degree of Freedom system of figure 1. Necessary 
conditions for the existense of similar normal modes in this 
system were derived in [1] and in this section we intend to 
examine a system for which these conditions are violated. Thus 
assume that the stiffnesses of the system have the form: 
f, (u.) ... 'U.+u.~ 
fz (u.): 1<1 u.+ K'3 1,(.3 
~ (u.)= u+ O+E.)u..3 
The differential equations of motion are: 
X+X+X'3.f.1<1 (x-~)+K.3(X_~)3 = 0 
~+ ~ + C1+e.)~3+ k., (~-x)+ K3 (~-x )3= 0 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
and the initial conditions xCO)=X", X (0) = 0", 1j(O)=Y.1 ~(o)=O are 
assumed. To show that no similar normal modes are possible for 
this system, substitude the condition ~=cx in (5.2), to obtain: 
X+X[ 1+ K1 (1-C.)]+ X.3 [1+K,( 1_c.).3] == 0 
)~ (5.3) 
x+X[1+ K1 (C-1)]+XJ [(1+e.)C2+i<3 (C~ J=O 
c. 
By matching the linear and cubic terms in the above set of 
equations, we obtain the Balancing Diagram of figure 29. Clearly 
there is no real value of c satisfying both Balancing Diagrams 
and hence we conclude that no similar normal modes exist for this 
system, if e.,.O . On the other hand, with e- 0 , we recover 
the symmetric system, which as we know posses two similar normal 
modes C=-:t:1 . Thus the system described by the equations of 
motion (5.2), can be regarded as a "perturbed" system, close (in 
some sense) to an "unperturbed" system which posseses similar 
normal modes. 
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So, returning to the differential equations of motion (5.2), we 
seek a nonlinear relation 
~= fex) 
that is to be satisfied for every instant of time 1: . 
Differentiating (5.4) we obtain 
/. •• r#. 2 f/. .. ~ == f(X)x .J ~:: T (X) (X) + (x)x 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
where ()/. %x) (0) 5 ~t . Substi tuting now expressions 
(5.4) and (5.5) into the equations of motion (5.2), we have: 
X+x+x3+K1X- 1<'1 f(x)+K3 (x- f(;<>l 0 
:J ftx)(xf+f(x)X+ f(>o+ (1+c) f(X) +1<1 fCX)-1<1x+K, (f(x)--x) = 0 (5.6) 
Consider now the set of differential equations (5.6). The 
quantity ,*)2 in the second equation can be expressed by a direct 
integration of the fisrt equation: 
x 
(xf= -f {S(1+K1)+S3_ K1 f(J)+1<3(S-f(!)ljds 
(5.7) 
X 
where the usual initial conditions X(o)= X., ><:(0)=0 .... ~Co)= Y=f(X)/ ~~)=O 
are assumed. Substituting relation (5.7) into the second of 
equations (5.6) and rearranging terms, we obtain the following 
final set of differential equations: . 
x+ X+ X3+ 1<1 x- 1<1 fo<)+ K3 (x_ f "cx»)3 = 0 
X fex) - f'tx) ~!( 1+ 1<,)+ 5'-1<, fC:f>+ 1<. (J-fe!'»)'} cis + (5.8) 
X 3 
+ fex) + (1+e.)f 3(x)+K1 f(j<)-i<1 X+K3 (f(x)-x) = 0 
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We see that both are differential equations of X and that both 
have X differentiated to the second order in t 
We now list certain properties of nonsimilar normal modes, which 
introduce restrictions in the form of the functional relation 
~= f(x) . 
(a) The nonsimilar normal mode, is a periodic motion passing 
through the origin of the configuration space. So, it must 
be satisfied that ~(o)=O 
(b) Since the potential energy of the system was assumed to be 
symmetric with respect to the origin of the configuration 
space (see section 1), the normal modes must satisfy [2]: 
~C-x)=-~(X) -=> fe-x)- --f(x). 
(c) Finally the nonsimilar Normal Modes must intersect 
orthogonally the "Bounding Curve r" [2], denoting the 
equipotenti.al curve in the configuaration plane, 
corresponding to the maximum amplitudes for the system. 
From (a), (b), and (c) we conclude that the nonsimilar normal 
mode must have the appearance of figure 30 and that it can be 
represented by the following expansion in odd powers of X : 
(5.9) 
Assuming that fex) is related to X by the series expression 
(5.9), the set of differential equations (5.8), becomes: 
x+x [1+1<1-1<1aa+X'[1-a3K3+K3(1-~,,)3J+ ... = 0 
X+x { 3a3X2'[1+k1(1-a1)] +..! a~ [1-1(1a~+K3C1-a1i]xt1+K1- :;]+ 
a1 2 a1 
+ x?{- 3a?, [1+/(1 (1-"")J+ 10 aSxz[ 1 +1<1 (i- a" )1+ a~ + 
a1 a1 d1 
(5.10) 
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Figure 29. Balancing Diagrams of the system with 
nonsimilar Normal Modes. 
Figure 30. Nonsimilar Normal Modes. 
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where the terms omitted in (5.10) contain powers of X. greater 
than three. Matching coefficinets of respective powers of X . in 
a similar way as before. we obtain the following balancing 
equation. 
Terms in X 
(5.11) 
From the first of equations (5.11). we obtain a relation between 
~1 and a,3 and from the second. a relation between Cil1.1~' 
and 05 Each additional balancing equation (matching 
coefficinets of XS.lX~... ) will introduce additional unknowns ( a~ J a'J'" ) and we see that in order . to determine the 
constants a, an additional equation is needed. 
To find this additional condition. eliminate X from equations 
(5.8) and get the following functional equation for rex) : 
x 
-ftx)[ ()(~_XZ) (1+K1 )+ (X~_X4) + f{1<3(s-fCJ»)~/(1 fCl)jds}-
. . 2 4 
x 
-ftx) { X+X3+ K1X- f(X)i<1+K) (x-f'(x)i] + f(x)+(1+E.)f(xJ+1<1 f (x)- (5.12) 
- K1 X -+ K3( f(x)- x )3 = 0 
The function f(~ describing the normal mode oscillation must 
satisfy (5.12) and this equation is equivalent to the one formed 
in reference [23]: 
2(1.,- y) ~I/+ C 1+'(Z) (Vj - ~/Yx):: 0 (5.13) 
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where M=~~)is the representantion of the nonsimilar normal mode 
the configuration plane. ~ is the total energy of the system 
and Vex) is the potential energy. 
We see that both equations (5.12) and (5.13) are singular at the 
Bounding Curve corresponding to V-J.. and x=X. since the 
coefficients of the second derivatives of -f and d vanish 
there. However. we can always find a series representation (5.9) 
which asymptotically approximates the solution every where in the 
open interval (-X, X) : 
But we have the requirement that the nonsimilar 
must interest the "Bounding curve r " and 
analytically continue the solution (5.14) until 
the boundary Curve. So. to guarantee that the mode 
curve r at (x)1)-C:K.,'(j. we must require that: 
-f'(X){X+ X 3+ K1X- f(X)K1+K3 eX- f(X))3j+f(X)+ 
3 3 
+(1+E.)f(X) + 1<1 f(X)-1<1X+ K3( f(X)- X) =0 
or equivalently. for representation (5.13): 
(5.14) 
normal modes 
thus we must 
it intersects 
intersects the 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
Equations (5.15) and (5.16) were obtained from equations (5.12) 
and (5.13) respectively. by setting X=X and ¥=..l As 
mentioned previously. they satisfy the condition that the 
analytic continuations of the series expressions for the modes. 
intersect the Bounding curve r (see figure 30). 
Substituting the series expression (5.14) into (5.15). we obtain 
(5.17) 
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where we have omitted terms of O(~3XS) and terms containing ai 
with i~5 Equation (5.17) combined with equations (5.11), 
gives the solution for aj and thus leads to the determination of 
the approximate representation (5.14) for the nonsimilar normal 
mode. 
We will apply now the aforementioned method, to the examination 
of a weakly coupled system. 
5.2. APPLICATION 
We apply the' ideas of the previous section to the coupled system 
of figure 31. In the notation of the previous section, we have 
Figure 31. Weakly Coupled System 
K3=O ,and we additionally require that 1<1=O(e) , (note 
that c is the structural perturbation that prohibits Similar 
Normal Modes). Assuming that c is a small quantity. we conclude 
thqt the system of, figure 31. is a weakly coupled system and we 
are interested in examining its nonsimilar normal modes. 
In order to apply the aforementioned methodology we 
small amplitudes of oscillation and ~hus we see 
problem there exist two perturbation qUantities: the 
parameter e.. and the amplitude of oscillation X 
these two quantities assume that: 
must assume 
that in our 
structural 
. To relate 
(5.18) 
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for £-0 the system has similar normal modes given by a t-::/:.1 
~ ~~= 1 So for sufficiently small, we assume that 
(5.19) 
and thus that the leading term of the representation (5.14) 
differs from the similar - mode value, only byO~) terms. Note 
that assumption (5.19) must be verified a posteriori, by the 
solution. 
Using assumptions (5.18) and (5.19), the set of equations (5.11) 
and (5.17), lead to the following approximate solution (note that 
since we are interested only in , we have used only the 
first of equations (5.11): 
.3a3 Xz= C1-~f)I<.,+ OCX4) (5.19) 
5(i-a~)K1::: 3a, XZ(at- f+E.a~)+ O(X') 
2-Solution (5.19) requires that d3 and (1- Cit) are small 
quantities, of O(X1) . The quantity Q1 is found from the second 
of equations (5.19) and subsequently a~ is computed from the 
first. Then. the approximate solution for the nonsimilar normal 
mode is given by (5.14) and it is only valid in the open 
interval -)«x<>< . Note that if K1 is not of perturbation 
order, then equations (5.19) cannot be balanced and the 
solution is not valid in this case. Thus. for each given problem. 
special cave should be taken. to solve equation (5.11) and 
(5.15). in a way that ensures balancing of terms of the same 
order of magni t.ude . 
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APPENDIX A: FOURIER EXPANSIONS OF ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS 
The elliptic cosine is expressed in Fourier series. as follows 
[19]: .-
-.:;- (2~+i)ncr. t 
cn( 9.i / k) =' ~o a2~+i c.os 2K(k) 
Q",+Y2 ~ _ 2n 
2~·H - kK(k) 1 + Q2M1 
(A-i) 
where t«.) is the complete elliptic integral of the fisrt kind 
and Q is the ell iptic nome. given by Q-= expC:-nKI'(k)/k (k)) J 
Ktk)= K(1- k). 
The square of the elliptic cosine is expanded as: 
c.V\.Z( 9. l/k) "" 1- i b SIVI. (gvr.+f)n9.t 
"1=0 2t\.+1 2K(k) 
2. "'1+ Yz.. ( A - 2 ) 
6 - [1+k2. GzYl.+1) n2.. ] 2ri _Q_~-:-:-
2)'\+1- 2k3- 'Zk3 4K2(1c:) KCk) A_Q2tl+1 
and its cube as: 
C/O ~ n+f)n'l1:. 
C-V1.
3
( 9.t./k):. ~o d2!'t1 c.os 2 K(Ic) 
dz-" = 2
1
k' [ 21<'-1+( 2n+d ~ 2 ~Ck) Y J Ie ::k) Q'11-tYz. 1+Q2M-t1 (A-3) 
Finally. the complete elliptic Integral ~(k) is expanded in 
terms of its modulus as 
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APPENDIX B: STABILITY ANALYSIS OF FORCED RESPONCE (SECTION 4.1) 
The forced equations of motion are given by: 
•• '3 "3 X+,c;iX+~3X Tfz3(X-~) = f(-t.) 
~+~~~+~'3~3+~3(~-xl= 0 (A-5) 
Introduce now small variations from the exact steady state 
motions: 
x(t) = x "*'(t) + SCi:) 
~(i)= ~*(i)+ ,(of:) 
Substituting (A-6) into (A-5) and retaining only terms of 
order in 3' and,. we obtain: 
.. [(' r *2 (..."*, 2.J~ ( .. *)2 s+ JH+ 3T1?X + 31;3 X -~) ;,- 3fz3 X -~ '/ = 0 
~+[ ~+3~3 ~*~3 ~i (~!.x*)2]~-3fz3(~~x*f3= 0 
(A-6) 
first 
(A-7) 
Taking now into account that at the exact steady state we have. 
(A-8) 
equation (A-7) become: 
•• ~ :2 2J r 2. ,*,,2. 
'5+[ f.;1+3~!X +3f21 (i-C) X~ S-37z,(1-c)X" .... 0 
~+ [ ~. +3 ~3 c3<~ 3 ~3 (C-1lxtt:2.J"1- 3.J;3 (C_i)2)(!2.S =0 (A-9) 
This is a set of coupled Hill's equation. which have normal 
solutions [16] and since the equations are linear. all solutions 
of (A-9). may be expressed as linear combinations of the normal 
ones. Thus the quest ion of stabi I i ty of ICi) and ,?(-I:.) may be 
reduced to the determination of the stability of the normal 
solutions of (A-9) . These solutions are found by requiring 
"'}(t.)= Ks(i) (A-10) 
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and substituting this relation into (A-10) we get the following 
set of differential equations in Jet) 
··r 'Z. '2. 2 :1 £. Z 'Z. 3+ .;;i .... 3~3 X'*(i)+3fz3C1-C:)X'*(-l:)J$ - 323 (i-C.) x*(-l;)ks=o 
~+[ ~i+3f.;3 cxt~)+3fz3 (C-i)'Z.X~C-t)Js - 3~3(C-1tx'~ti) 5 = 0 
K (A-ll) 
In order for both equations to give the same solution for "3 (i:) , 
it is required that the coefficients of Set) in both equations, be 
equal. That leads to the following values for ~ : 
k-1/z= -Ff3(~-C7.~ ±{1+[ 'As (1-C2.:] ~r2 2Fz3 (1-c) 2~3(~-c) J (A-12) 
and these roots are always real quantities. Then the normal 
solutions can be computed from any of equation (A-l1), with K-Ki
J 
i.""'~2 : 
~i+[+;1+C3t;3+3+;,(1-C.)~3fz3(~-c.J"K~ )X*(i)JSi = 0, 
L= ";2 
and the solutions of the variational equations 
gi ven by [16]: 
S(t) = 3 1 (.{:)+ S~ C t) 
1(i)= 1<151(i)+1<2S~(t) 
(A-13) 
(A-9) , will be 
(A-14) 
Examine now the variational equation (A-13). The exact steady 
state solutions is given by equations (4.16) Section 4.1. 
Assuming that ~3>O , for small amplitudes we can express the 
steady state soiution as 
x*Ct) = X coswt: + 0 (k"1.) (A-15) 
where k7. is the square of the elliptic modulus and is assumed 
to be of perturbation order. Substituting «A-15) into (A-13) and 
changing the independent variable, we get: 
(A-16) 
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and Ki is given by expression (A-12). Equations "(A-16) are of 
Mathiew-type and their stability analysis is well-known. Note 
that in order that the variational equations (A-9) be stable, 
both Mathiew equations (A-16) (for i-~2) must be stable. 
For each 
equations 
branches 
unstable. 
value of X and Co , we analyse the stability of 
(A-16) and consequently characterise the respective 
of solutions of figures 24 and 25, as stable or 
